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The strong join of two geometries G and H relative to a common subgeometry 
is a geometry on the point set (G - x) u (H - x) w x, the closed sets k of 
which have the property that k n G is closed in the geometry G and k n His closed 
in the geometry H. The strong join does not always exist, but if x is a modular 
flat of G (or H) it does exist. This was proved by Brylawski in his interesting 
paper “Modular constructions for combinatorial geometries” [l]. We shall show 
that if one wants the strong join to exist for all H which contain x as a sub- 
geometry, then x must be a modular flat of G. We also show that the concepts 
strong join and injective pushout defined in [l] are identical. 
INTRODUCTION 
For the definition of a combinatorial geometry see [I] and [2]. We will 
use the shortter “geometry” in place of “combinatorial geometry”. The 
strong join J of two geom)ries G and H relative to a common subgeometry 
is a geometry on the point set (G - X) w (H - x) u x, the closed sets of 
which are all subsets k such that k n G is closed in the geometry G and k n H 
is closed in the geometry H. A special case is the direct sum (x = a). 
Brylawski proved in [I], Theorem 5.3 that the strong join exists if x is a 
modular flat of G or H. In the corollary to Theorem 1 we prove a converse: 
the strong join exists for all geometries H which contain x as a subgeometry 
only if x is a modular flat of G. 
An injective pushout P of geometries G and H relative to x is a colimit for 
the diagram - 
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where ic and iH are nonrankdecreasing injective strong maps. Brylawski 
proved that the strong join J of G and H relative to x is an injective pushout 
([l], Proposition 5.2). We shall prove the converse in Theorem 2 (the state- 
ment after Example 5.4.2 in [I] is not correct). 
1. STRONG JOINS 
We shall prove the following result: 
THEOREM 1. Let G and H be isomorphic geometries, x a subgeometry, 
and i: G + H an isomorphism such that i(p) = p when p E x. A necessary 
and suficient condition for the existence of the strong join J of G and H relative 
to x is that x is a modular flat. 
Proof. The sufficiency of the condition follows by Theorem 5.3 in [I]. 
The necessity of x being modular flat will follow from 
$4 + r(y) < r(G) for y=y and ynx-o. (1) 
For assume that (1) is true. If X # x we can find a point p E X - x. Let y 
be a minimal relative complement of I in the interval [p, I]. Then we have 
r(X) + r(y) = r(p) + r(G) and x n y = m , which is a contradiction to (1). 
Hence x must be closed. By (1) and the semimodular inequality we find 
that r(x) + r(y) = r(G) for all complements y of X. It follows that x is 
a modular flat by Theorem 3.3.1’ in [I]. 
It remains to prove (1). Since y is closed and of rank r(y) = m, we can 
find a chain of flats 0 = y,, C ... C y, = y, which can be extended to a 
chain of flats of length r(G) = n by Y,~ C ... C yn = G. 
In the strong join J of G and H relative to x we consider the following chain 
of flats, where Z( yJ = u and z = i( ym) 
i(Yll) c . . c i( yrrJ c z u y1 c . . . c z u yrn c 
Omcl) u Y,+~ C ... C i(y,) u Y, . 
Note that z n x = @ and i(y,) n x = y, n x for v = m + I,..., n. The length 
of this chain of flats in J is m + n = r(y) + r(G) and cannot exceed r(J), 
which is r(G) + r(H) - r(x) by Proposition 5.2 in [l]. Hence (1) follows. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a geometry and x a subgeometry of G. A necessary 
and suficient condition for the existence of the strong join of G and H relative 
to x for any geometry H which contains x as a subgeometry is that x is a 
modularflat of G. 
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2. INJECTWE PusHours 
In [l], Proposition 5.2 it was proved that the strong join of two geometries 
G and H relative to a common subgeometry x is an injective pushout. We 
shall now prove the following converse. 
THEOREM 2. Let P be an injective pushout of the geomtries G and H relative 
to x. Then the strong join of G and H relative to x exists and is isomorphic to P. 
Proof. By the assumption there are strong maps j, : G ---f P and 
jH : H --, P such that j,i, = j&, : x + P. Also if F is a geometry and 
g: G --f F and h: H -+ F are strong maps for which giG = hiH , there is a 
unique strong mapf: P + F which make the following diagram commutative: 
G 
H 
1 n [ 11, p. 19, it was proved that j, and j, are injective and that 
P = (G - x) u (H - x) u x as point set, by choosing F suitably. 
Let k C P and assume that ~j;‘(k n G) and j&k n H) are closed subsets 
of the geometries G and If, respectively. We want to prove that k is closed 
in the geometry P (it follows then that P is the strong join of subgeometries 
isomorphic to G and H relative a common subgeometry isomorphic to x). 
Let F be the rank 2 geometry on the point set (P - k) ct (@>. Define a 
strong map g: G + F by g(p) = p when p E G - j$(k), and g(p) = 0 
when p l ,j;“(k). Define a strong map h: H -+ F similarly. For the strong 
mapf: P + F, which makes the diagram commutative, we find thatf( p) = p 
when p E P - k and f(p) = 0 when p E k. It follows that k = f-‘(O) is 
closed, which was to be proved. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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